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Chapter III Chinese wine market  

Quoting Dr. Stephen Reiss18 “China has a 6,000 year history of grape growing, 

and a 2,000 year history of wine making, and yet until this century the wine that 

was made in China was not of a style that would be recognized in the West”. 

Here Dr Reiss tells of relatively immaturity of the wine market in China.  I 

show another important point in Dr. Stephen Reiss’s article, he says19“Chinese 

government who in 1987 began to encourage the Chinese people to drink grape 

wine. This would switch public consumption from grain based to fruit based 

beverages, very important in a country struggling to feed its masses; as well it 

would bring down the average ethanol content consumed in the market. This 

program has met with limited success, but what success it has found has been in 

the younger markets, which bodes well for the future”. Using Dr Stephen 

Reiss’s assumption we can conclude: government policies push demand for new 

products like wine, hence demand of wine is on the rise, new generations of 

Chinese people are the key to success and make up the future demand of wine. 

 

During the last 20 years China has been experiencing tremendous economic 

growth, some explanations for this economic dynamism: China’s entry into the 

World Trade Organization, the signing of a free trade agreement in Phnom Penh 

with the 10 members of the South East Asian Countries Association, giving to 

                                                 
18 Reiss.Stephen.2005. “The Chinese Wine Market, an Industry Analysis” Working paper Series first US Wine 

Delegation to P.R. China , edited by US wine association. 
19 Reiss.Stephen.2005. “The Chinese Wine Market, an Industry Analysis” Working paper Series first US Wine 

Delegation to P.R. China , edited by US wine association. 
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the world’s largest free trade zone20, huge changes have been so dramatic during 

the last couple of years that even the Communist government had to 

acknowledge the economic development by accepting the involvement of the 

business community in the upper part of the state21.  

 

The boom in Chinese wine market capacity is immeasurable, regulation has 

improved, the domestic consumer’s behavior has matured; all of these elements 

will affect the Chinese wine industry and the structure. Last 10 years the 

transformation and development of the local brands, the progress made by 

international wines. The market competition has become more intense and 

foreign wine has strengthened their competitiveness in Chinese market, 

population’s wealth and education should benefit the wine sector. Hence, there 

is still a big space for improvement.  

 

-Consumption of wine in china  

Found accurate numbers of wine consumption in China are difficult to obtain: 

firstly, definition of “wine” in P.R.C. is not clear, and secondly, counterfeited 

products enter the market from Hong Kong and other eastern countries. The next 

table shows the information available in china related to wine consumption: 

                                                 
20 Cabrera, Pablo. 2007. “Chile y China reflexiones para una agenda integral” Working Paper Series, edited by 

National Bureau of Economic Trade Chile. http://www.direcom.cl 

21 Vertumne international &Associes.2004. “The Chinese wine market Opportunities and threats” 

http://www.vitisphere.com/elettre/pdf_fichiers/China_report_200ppdf.  
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Official data about Chinese wine consumption22  
 (Numbers in tons) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

** CCPIT Specialized Sub-Council of Agriculture. 

The local producers from western regions and foreign countries are the major 

new forces on the Chinese market. Just only three Chinese brands (Changyu, 

Dynasty and Great Wall) have more than half of China’s wine market share23.  

Consumption of wine has been increasing since the late 1990’s. Vertumne 

international &Associes said 24“wines rose from 0.19 liters (per person) in 1997 

                                                 
22 China Chamber of International Commerce. 2008. “Market analysis imported wine” Working paper Series 

CCPIT Specialized Sub-Council of Agriculture, edited by China Chamber of commerce.  
23 Vertumne international &Associes.2004. “The Chinese wine market Opportunities and threats” 

http://www.vitisphere.com/elettre/pdf_fichiers/China_report_200ppdf. 

Years Tons of wine

2010(e) 959527 

2009 849139 

2008 751450 

2007 665000 

2006 495100 

2005 434300 

2004 367300 

2003 343000 

2002 288100 

2001 250500 

2000 201900 

1999 250000 

1998 220000 

1997 185500 

1996 170300 
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to 0.29 liters in 2002, representing a 53% increase. Nevertheless, compared to 

France (59 liters), UK (22 liters), USA (12 liters) or even Japan (3 liters), 

China’s per capita grape-wine consumption is still far behind”.  

 

The eruption of international chains of supermarkets in China has also changed 

the sales system in the last few years, mostly due to the influence of western 

supermarket hard discount stores. According Wine Industry Report “around 

65% of wine sold in China is through the supermarket channel, compared to less 

than 1% through specialized retail stores”25.   

Consumption of wine in china has some difference if we compare with 

European markets: wine consumers are related to income and education, the new 

trendy behavior in Chinese society.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                         
24 Vertumne international &Associes.2004. “The Chinese wine market Opportunities and threats” 

http://www.vitisphere.com/elettre/pdf_fichiers/China_report_200ppdf. 
25 Ryde Robert P. 2007. “International workshop on Chinese wine market” Working paper Series Wine Industry 

Report, edited by USA Chamber of commerce.  
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Import Wine 26 

The following table represents the past wine import in China:  
(Numbers in liters) 

 

 

** CCPIT Specialized Sub-Council of Agriculture. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
26 China Chamber of International Commerce. 2008. “Market analysis imported wine” Working paper Series 

CCPIT Specialized Sub-Council of Agriculture, edited by China Chamber of commerce. 

Country 2005 (Liter) 2006 (Liter) 2007 (Liter) 

Spain  22,885,199 30,738,536 13,227,311 

Chile  11,771,987 31,972,778 73,839,104 

France  6,423,887 10,457,946 20,939,620 

Australia 3,410,564 20,205,706 20,240,977 

Argentina 2,839,726 6,837,702 2,436,507  

Italy  2,792,685 9,491,365 7,611,376  

USA  2,052,648 3,538,828 5,403,214  

Germany 398,060 668,014 1,225,879  

Portugal  259,479 348,614 813,610  

South Africa 233,990 434,760 1,177,003  
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- Foreign wine in china  

Chinese wine imports can be divided into two segments: bulk wines and bottles 

wines. Demand for bulk wine in Chinese markets represents by far the largest 

quantity of imports, where Chilean bulk wine exports to China more than 

doubled in 2007. Chile is now the number one bulk wine exporter to China with 

a 70% market share27. Here is relevant to mention that: a big part of the 

imported bulk wine is blended with Chinese brands and is not sold as imported 

wine. 

 

Demand for bottled wines, France is the leading supplier with more than 40% 

market share28. Here we have to mention: wine is sold as imported wine, 

revenue are higher. Bottled wine imports are small compared to bulk wine 

imports.  

 

Foreign wines are now facing two major obstacles on China’s market: brand 

unfamiliarity and price29. Imported wines maintain the dominant position in the 

premium wine segment but still with the problem of the price, foreign wines are 

sold over RMB140 (4.8 US$) per bottle, and consumer of wine in China usually 

                                                 
27 Workman. Daniel.2008. “Imported China Wine Trade Leads” Working Paper Series, edited by US wine 

association. 

http://www./multinationalexpansion.suite101.com/article.cfm/imported_wine_trade_leads_in_china / () 
28 Cambell, Gwyng, Guibert, Nathalie. 2007. Wine, society and globalization Multidisciplinary perspective on 

the wine industry. 
29 Vertumne international &Associes.2004. “The Chinese wine market Opportunities and threats” 

http://www.vitisphere.com/elettre/pdf_fichiers/China_report_200ppdf.  
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buys wines around or under RMB 30 (3.6 US$) per bottle30. Here price gap 

makes a big difference. 

 

Wine producers percentages in Chinese market31 

Main players in Chinese market 2003 2004 2005 

France  43.30% 37.30% 41.50% 

Australia 19.30% 22.50% 22.10% 

Italy 6.70% 6.70% 7.40% 

Chile 4% 5.30% 6.50% 

USA 11.70% 12.60% 6.50% 

Spain 4.50% 4.70% 5.20% 

Total 89.50% 89.10% 89.20% 

**‘China Import & export trade data base’ 

Another problem was tax and duties for import wine, but in 2004 this figure 

should finally be cut to 14 percent. The reason China entered the WTO and 

Chinese government promised to decrease the tax on imported bottled wines. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                 
30 Ryde Robert P. 2007. “International workshop on Chinese wine market” Working paper Series Wine Industry 

Report, edited by USA Chamber of commerce.  
31 Vertumne international &Associes.2004. “The Chinese wine market Opportunities and threats” 

http://www.vitisphere.com/elettre/pdf_fichiers/China_report_200ppdf.  
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-Chinese market environment 

To understood better the current situation in the Chinese market, I want explain 

briefly main player and marketing strategies: 

-France: Has focused its advocacy segment international 5-star hotels, 

international restaurants. In turn used the presence in supermarkets such as 

Carrefour and Metro, where a 60% of the exhibition, with models store an 

average of 50 meters display wine, great for the characteristics of local 

supermarkets32.  

 

-Australia: Leading brands have been installed with its own local distribution 

network, in several cases in the form of associations. Some of these dealers have 

in their portfolios one or two brands, make a large number of events targeted to 

their segments and targets have websites in local language in addition to a 

selective dissemination of large events through mailing list segment related to 

hotels and restaurants. Have invested on a regular basis leading newspapers and 

television report their vines also heavily involved in the programs linked to local 

TV cooking segment, hotel and restaurants33.  

 

 

                                                 
32 Cabrera, Pablo. 2007. “Chile y China reflexiones para una agenda integral” Working Paper Series, edited by 

National Bureau of Economic Trade Chile. http://www.direcom.cl 
33 Cabrera, Pablo. 2007. “Chile y China reflexiones para una agenda integral” Working Paper Series, edited by 

National Bureau of Economic Trade Chile. http://www.direcom.cl 
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-Spain: Major brands such as Torres Solis bottled and distributed in the market 

through its own sales force. Brands from different regions of Spain have opted 

for large promotional prices. Its strategy focuses on the local market segment 

hotels and Chinese restaurants34. 

 

-Argentina: Is taking a heavy investment in promotion, particularly with large 

booth at price and a number of promotions in hotels and restaurants. Leading 

brands are in the Hotels and Restaurants International segment35. 

 

-Chile: Like Spain major brands such as Concha y Toro distributed in the market 

through its own sales force. Brands have opted for large promotional prices. Its 

strategy focuses on the local market36.Government helps in some case, for 

example successful shows and tasting wines in the Asian market. Under the 

slogan, "Chilean Wine Tour”, they provide the platforms to producers of wine 

can display their products. 

 

 

 

                                                 
34 Cabrera, Pablo. 2007. “Chile y China reflexiones para una agenda integral” Working Paper Series, edited by 

National Bureau of Economic Trade Chile. http://www.direcom.cl 
35 Cabrera, Pablo. 2007. “Chile y China reflexiones para una agenda integral” Working Paper Series, edited by 

National Bureau of Economic Trade Chile. http://www.direcom.cl 
36 Cabrera, Pablo. 2007. “Chile y China reflexiones para una agenda integral” Working Paper Series, edited by 

National Bureau of Economic Trade Chile. http://www.direcom.cl 
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- Summary. 

In summary we can conclude that the wine market in China is relatively young 

and difficult to evaluate.  Many articles point to the fact that China is 

over-stocked with wine (some estimation about 3 to 5 years of stock)37. The 

potential market size of China is enormous. According to the US Wine Institute, 

even though only 8.3% of the population can afford to drink wine today, this 

figure still represents 100 million people38. This means that the long-term 

potential can be foreseen as huge as the economy grows and expands and people 

begin to consume high-quality imported wine in mass quantities. 

 

Another point of interest in the discussion is the change in consumer attitude in 

that more women are drinking wine than before. Recent issues of popular 

magazines and newspapers have extolled the health benefits of drinking wine, 

plus government regulations to increase wine consumption and decrease hard 

alcoholic beverages in the Chinese market. According to all the previous 

statements the Chinese wine market is in the growth stage. Not only is it in the 

growth stage but the import taxes are being reduced as well. 

 

                                                 
37 Ryde Robert P. 2007. “International workshop on Chinese wine market” Working paper Series Wine Industry 

Report, edited by USA Chamber of commerce.  
38 Ryde Robert P. 2007. “International workshop on Chinese wine market” Working paper Series Wine Industry 

Report, edited by USA Chamber of commerce.  
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Chilean wine exporters have to invest in consumer education in the benefits of 

wine products as knowledge of wine and its benefits are minimal. Consumer 

knowledge in wine is very limited and the Chinese market is dominated by low 

quality wines. Generally, in wine producing countries wine education campaigns 

are spearheaded by local producers. In China it can be spearheaded by foreign 

producers of wine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




